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Rosval: the number-one producer of commercial kitchens
for the culinary industry
More than 45 years ago, the first Rosval commercial range for the hospitality industry was produced in our factory in Best,
the Netherlands. Since then, our family business has grown into the leading producer of commercial kitchens for the culinary
and hospitality industries as well as institutions.
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What makes Rosval unique
Everything is designed,
produced, and installed
exclusively for you.
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A family business with
more than 45 years of
experience.

The best commercial kitchen technology
means less maintenance and replacement
costs.

RANGES
We are passionate about producing customized
ranges for commercial kitchens in the hospitality
industry! The Rosval range can be manufactured as
an island or as a wall mounting. At Rosval, you can
choose from many options to have your range made
exactly according to your needs and wishes.

COOKING
Cooking can be done in many ways. This strongly
depends on the chefs wishes. Because of this,
Rosval has a wide range of induction products,
such as induction hobs, griddles, and hot plates.
Our induction wok is a beautiful example of how
diverse induction cooking can be. But of course:
Rosval also has several possibilities for chefs who
prefer to cook on gas. For these chefs, Rosval has
a wide range of gas burners. The open gas burners
are available with stainless steel or enamelled castiron pan support (gas range).

REFRIGERATION
Rosval is a leader in the innovative development of
refrigeration systems and applications for refrigerated
workbenches, as well as refrigerated prep station
workbenches for commercial kitchens in the hospitality
industry. Thanks to the customization Rosval offers, you
can achieve major savings on your cleaning, energy, and
maintenance costs. We have built the most innovative
techniques into Rosval’s refrigeration and cooling
systems.

It is our mission to produce
beautiful products with love
and passion.
Discover our core values…
Customization
Rosval creates bespoke kitchens
based on your ideas, wishes, and needs.

Craftsmanship
Rosval works exclusively
with qualified professionals.

Quality that lasts
Rosval only works with first-class
peripheral equipment and the best
commercial kitchen technology.
Our appliances are energy-efficient,
less harmful to the environment, and
significantly reduce costs.

Guarantee
Rosval always carries out quality control
during and after the production process
and offers a ten-year guarantee on your
Rosval construction.

Premium service
Rosval has its own technical service
department for assembly, service, and
maintenance to support you whenever
needed.

Innovation
Rosval is committed to becoming a trend
setter in the sector and to always meet
the latest wishes and requirements of the
modern kitchen.

Rosval product innovations
Innovation in commercial-kitchen technology is an important element for Rosval. Rosval is committed to maintaining
its leadership position in the sector and is therefore continuously working on new product innovations.

Your recipe,
is our bespoke
solution

ROSVAL EASY-COOLING®

ROSVAL FRYER®

Rosval has developed an innovative,

Rosval has developed a unique,

patented sealing system for your

fully automated oil filtration

commercial kitchen refrigeration

system in which the filter system

that replaces the old rubber seal.

is controlled at the push of a
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button. The automatic grease

This means that we do not have

improvement in hygiene, time

filter installation features separate

kitchens ready for installation.

savings on cleaning costs, and also
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Everything is designed,
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This ensures that contaminated

produced, and installed

the rubbers no longer need to be
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exclusively for clients such as
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The filter system is equipped with

yourself. In other words, no two

a very fine stainless-steel filter over

Rosval kitchens are the same.

which filter powder is sprinkled.
By pumping the oil around for five
minutes, there is an optimal contact
time with the filter powder, which
removes even the smallest dirt
particles in the oil.

SERVICE
From the first moment of contact through the design phase, delivery, and assembly, Rosval stands out because of
its exceptional hospitality mindset. We think ahead, make good on our promises, exceed expectations, and most of
all consult with you. We do this by using both 2D and 3D designs and providing clear product descriptions as well
as specified prices.

LIVE-COOKING BUFFET STATIONS
Rosval is a leading specialist in the design and production of Live-Cooking Buffet stations. Rosval’s Live-Cooking
Buffet stations can be seen in many local and international hotels. Live-Cooking buffet stations can be provided
with options such as Cool-Spot to ensure that sensitive products are kept fresh in a unique way. We also offer the
option to create Live-Cooking Buffet stations within your own look and feel.

STAINLESS STEEL À LA CARTE
Customized stainless-steel products are our speciality. Rosval is known as the stainless-steel manufacturer of
durable products. We always carry out strict quality controls during and after the production process and offer
a ten-year guarantee on our construction. As a result, you are assured of durable quality.

Rosval Experience Centre Best (NL)

Rosval Experience Centre Antwerp (BE)

In addition to our factory in Best, we also have
the Rosval Experience Centre.

Our brand-new Experience Centre in the Belgian
city of Antwerp will be open from March 2022!

Your own professional kitchen as an Experience Centre!
The Rosval Experience Centre is a kitchen showroom filled with Rosval craftsmanship complete with live
cooking demos. We offer you the unique opportunity to test and experience our equipment for
commercial kitchens – and you can even follow a cooking workshop.
If you want to experience Rosval’s kitchen products yourself, feel free to visit us at our Experience Center!
You can contact us below to make an appointment.

What makes us proud
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1.055

Michelin-starred restaurants
cook on a Rosval range

Our clients give us an NPS
score of 9.2

Rosval ranges produced for
hospitality establishments in the
Netherlands and abroad
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